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Biwater receives investment from Sustainable Growth Management fund to
support rapid growth plans
Surrey, UK – 17 September 2020: Luxembourg-based Sustainable Growth Management
fund (SGM), with an asset value of over €200 million, has invested in Biwater to support
the water treatment company’s rapid growth plans.
SGM’s injection of capital and ongoing financial collaboration will assist Biwater with both
the successful implementation of existing contracts in Africa and USA and the expansion
of the group’s major projects department for contracts expected to be awarded
imminently in Latin America and the Middle East.
With construction of Biwater’s contracts in Ghana and Cameroon due to commence in the
4th quarter of 2020, alongside the imminent project awards expected in the Americas and
Middle East in the same period, Biwater’s management teams have been working with
SGM to create the most effective corporate environment that will allow both streams to
proceed unimpeded.
Paul Stevens, Biwater’s Chief Executive Officer, stated: “This is an exciting period of growth
for Biwater, and we are delighted to have partnered with SGM who are keen to assist the
company in recognising its great potential for providing sustainable desalination, water
and wastewater solutions, backed by affordable funding packages, to the global water
market. This support from SGM along with existing exporter facilities provided by Banco
Santander, will help the Group provide the water solutions urgently needed by our clients.
This is particularly important given the added challenges currently facing governments as
a result of the coronavirus pandemic. We believe now more than ever that investing in
water and sanitation projects is key to tackling these health challenges, underpinning
social stability and economic growth for these water-stressed nations”.
SGM’s Managing Partner Jennifer Wick commented: “SGM is focused on providing growth
capital to companies like Biwater which have a proven ability to provide environmentally
friendly large-scale water treatment projects, improving the lives of millions of people in a
sustainable way. We are very pleased to be partnering with Biwater to help the company
use its experience from the last 50 years to help cement its positon as a global leader in
the water market, and propel the business into a new era of growth.”
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About Biwater:
Biwater provides large-scale water and wastewater solutions for clients across the world.
Since its inception in 1968, Biwater has gained recognition for innovative approaches
aimed at overcoming the world’s most pressing water-related challenges. Throughout its
history, the company has grown to meet the demands of many water-stressed countries
and their burgeoning populations. It has a successful record of accomplishment, having
completed over 25,000 projects in over 90 countries – financing, consulting, process
engineering, designing, constructing, operating, maintaining and owning water facilities –
in both rural and urban environments.
biwater.com

About Sustainable Growth Fund:
Sustainable Growth Management (“SGM”) is the manager of Sustainable Growth Funds,

SCSp SICAV-SIF (“SGF I”, “SGF II” or the “Funds”), a Luxembourg special limited partnership

focusing on mid-cap companies in sustainability. SGM has an impact investing focus, an
active ESG policy, and follows the UN Principles for Responsible Investing (PRI).

Furthermore, SGM’s investment strategy is closely aligned with the UN’s Sustainability

Development Goals (SDGs) where providing drinking water to populations around the

world is a key goal. SGF I and SGF II currently have assets under management of over €200
million and are growing further.
sustainablemanagement.com

